
Index

ABA see Australian Broadcasting
Authority (ABA)

action movies, cross-cultural appeal
57–58

advertiser markets, replacement by
viewer markets 62–63

advertising
allocative efficiency 88–89
implications of technological

developments 4, 5–6
viewer avoidance behaviour 49,

91–92, 95, 128–133
advertising caps

economic rationale 189–190
potential effects 197

advertising caps model 197–210
advertisers 198
breadth of product selection

offered 208–210
broadcasters 199–202
economic structure of the

broadcasting industry 197
equilibrium format choices

208–210
potential effects of advertising

caps 197
quality of programme provision

202–208
two-sided market 197
viewers 198–199

advertising content restrictions
211–215, 216

alcohol 211–212
cigarettes 211–213
demerit goods 211–212
direct-to-consumer prescription drug

advertising 213–215
economic rationale 190–191
effects of a ban on industry profits

212–213

goods associated with negative
externalities 211–212

paternalistic altruism 211–212
use of bans rather than taxes

211–212
see also individual countries

advertising-funded broadcasting,
two-sided market 62–63

advertising funding, and
consumption 91–92, 95,
128–133

advertising market, models of
interplay with broadcasting
market 155–156

advertising regulation (TV)
children’s programming 190–191
content restrictions 190–191
demerit goods 190–191
economic effects on restricted or

banned sectors 191
length restrictions 189–190
local content 191
merit goods (public service

announcements) 191
see also individual countries

advertising revenue, impact of digital
personal video recorders 49

analogue broadcasting system
84–85

analogue system of public service
broadcasting 113–115

control of children’s viewing 114
‘market failure’ rationale 113–115
non-excludability 113–115
provision 114–115
role and purposes 113–115
spectrum constraints 113–115

Areeda–Turner test 64
Australia, advertising content

restrictions 216
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Australian Broadcasting Authority
(ABA) 192

Australian Broadcasting Authority
(ABA) Code of Practice
192–195

restricted placement goods and
services 194

restriction on advertising to children
194–195

restrictions on types of
non-programme matter 193

time limitations on advertising 194

BBC
early ambitions for broadcasting

108–109
original mission 81, 101–102
role in public service

broadcasting 119–122, 123,
133–136

broadband penetration
factors affecting 30–35
variation across the European Union

14–16
broadcasting industry

distinctive features of markets 54–56
impact of digitisation 47–50
technological changes 47–50
two-sided nature of markets 61, 62–63

broadcasting industry supply chain
83–86

channel packaging 84
programme production 84
revenue generation 85–86
transmission 84–85

broadcasting regulation
aims and values 10
challenge of platform convergence 11
competition issues 12, 13–16
content and access issues 12, 16–17
economic issues 12
effects on adoption of new

technologies 30–35
effects on broadband penetration

30–35
effects on investment 29–30
European Union 12–17
implications of technological

developments 4–6
in non-OECD countries 25

Japan 18
Korea 18–19
lack of a single standard 35–36
New Zealand 18
non-economic issues 12
protection of minors 19
role of the WTO 17
technology adoption in competitive

economies 36
US model 17–18
within the OECD 12–21, 24, 28, 29

bundling of content
complementarities and market power

63–64
essential feature of broadcasting

64–69
form of price discrimination 92–95
issues around 4
potentially exclusionary

behaviour 64
pricing impact 67–69
selection impact 66–67
television channels 48–49

channel packaging 84
impact of video downloads and

viewer control 84
charging and consumption 87–95

advertising funding 91–92, 95,
128–133

allocative efficiency for advertising
88–89

allocative efficiency of viewing 87–88
bundling 92–95
efficient level of advertising 88–89
efficient level of viewing 87–88
marginal cost pricing 87–88
methods of revenue generation 89–95
pay-TV 92–95, 128–133
price discrimination 92–95, 128–133
structure of broadcasters’ costs 87
television licence fee 89–91
tiering 92–95
windowing 92

children’s viewing
concerns about viewing habits

108–109
control of 105
controls in the analogue era 114
protection of minors regulation 19
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‘citizenship’ building, claim for
television viewing 107

combinatorial bidding for rights 63–64,
68–69

commercial length restrictions see
advertising caps

Communications Act 2003 119–122,
123, 133–136

competition
between channels 49
between programmes 49
between transmission platforms 3–4

competition and sector-specific
regulatory authorities

competition and incentives in
regulation 323

complementarities and grey areas
324–325

complexity and intensity of
regulation 323–324

effects of media convergence and
integration 322–323

horizontal division of labour and
responsibilities 321–319

implications of sector-specific
regulation roll-back 324–325

information and data
requirements 323

models for division of labour and
responsibility 321–325

Netherlands 325
regulatory capture 323
resource use 324
time aspect in regulation 323
universal service obligations 324
variations among European countries

324–325
vertical division of labour and

responsibilities 321
competition concerns, impact of

digitisation 50
competition law, European Union 12,

13–16
competition policy challenges 60–69

bundling of programmes and
channels 63–69

combinatorial bidding for rights
63–64, 68–69

complementarities and market
power 63–64

concerns over exclusivity over
premium content 63–64

content rights as sources of market
power 62

control of a single platform 60–61
control of electronic programme

guide (EPG) listings 60–61
control of key assets as source of

market power 60–61
control of terrestrial transmission

sites 60–61
identification of exclusionary

behaviour 64
inter-platform competition 60–61
intra-platform mergers 60–61
market definition 62–63
pricing impact of bundling 67–69
satellite conditional access services

60–61
selection impact of bundling 66–67
two-sided broadcasting market 61,

62–63
viewer markets replace advertiser

markets 62–63
competition policy regulation, to

replace sector-specific
regulation 310–312, 314–315,
334–336

competition policy versus
sector-specific regulation 315–321

approaches to market dominance and
market power 316–318

approaches to ownership regulation
318–320

economic versus general (‘non-
economic’) regulation 320–321

ex ante versus ex post regulation
315–316

static versus dynamic regulation
318–320

structural versus behavioural
regulation 316–318

competitive economies, rate of new
technology adoption 36

complementarities and market power
63–64

concentration in media markets
161–164

concentration ratio in media
markets 151–152
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consumers, effects of viewing
decisions 5–6

content
action movies 57–58
bundling issues 4
creation of ‘superstars’ 51–60
cross-cultural appeal of different

types 57–58
horizontal differentiation (variety)

161–164
multi-media content on the

internet 3–4
platform-independent 3–4
price of key broadcasting content 50
processing by consumers 4
rights acquisition costs 50
scarcity rents for key content rights 50
timescale of value of 4–5
transport costs of horizontal

differentiation 57–58
vertical differentiation

(attractiveness) 161–164
content compression with new

technology 3–4
content differentiation, ability of

market to supply 156–161
content differentiation strategies,

internal pluralism 167–170
content labelling, protection of minors

regulation 19
content regulation, European Union

16–17
content rights

as sources of market power 62
combinatorial bidding 63–64, 68–69

content scarcity
impacts of digitisation 51–52
winner-take-all markets 52

Davies, Gavyn 82, 118
demerit goods, advertising bans rather

than taxes 211–212
digital broadcasting system 84–85
digital compression in transmission 48
digital personal video recorders (PVRs)

49, 115–116
digital recording and production

techniques 48
digital set-top boxes and

encryption 48–49

digital transmission
change in nature of competition

concerns 50
elimination of spectrum scarcity rents

49–50
impacts on internal pluralism 179
removal of spectrum constraints

49–50
digitisation impacts

content abundance and viewer
scarcity 51–52

effects on programme production
costs 50

on the broadcasting industry 47–50
protection of minors regulation 19
‘superstar’ content scarcity 51–52
technological changes 115
winner-take-all markets 52

DSL (digital subscriber line) services
14–16

EastEnders, social issues 110
econometric model for market

definition 234–236
advertising demand 236
link between readers’ and advertising

demand 236
readers’ demand 235–236

econometric model illustration, demand
estimation for French magazines
242–247

econometric models (printed media
industry)

demand estimation in two-sided
markets 236–242

estimation of market power 240–241
price–cost structure in two-sided

markets 236–239
profit maximisation 239–240
sources of bias 241–242

econometric models for market
definition, logit model of demand
234–236

economic models
distinctive features of broadcasting

markets 54–56
impacts of digitisation 52–60, 70–75
Sherwin Rosen model 52–56
Steven Salop model and extension 55,

56–60, 70–75
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economic models (cont.)
‘superstar’ content 52–60
vertical and horizontal differentiation

between producers 52–60
economic structure of the broadcasting

industry 197
ECTA regulatory indicator 29–30
educational benefits claimed for

television viewing 106
electoral campaigns

internal pluralism objectives 179
regulation for pluralism 172

electronic programme guide (EPG)
listings, control of 60–61

encryption and digital set-top boxes
48–49

equilibrium degree of differentiation
158–161

equilibrium market structure 161–165
European countries

broadcast advertising regulation
195–197

variations in competition and sector-
specific regulation 324–325

see also individual countries
European Union

Access Directive 13–14
advertising content restrictions 216
broadcast advertising regulation 195

see also individual countries
concept of significant market power

(SMP) 13–14
content regulation 16–17
drive for harmonisation with the

OECD 12
generic competition law 12
local loop unbundling 14–16
NRF (New Regulatory Framework)

(2003 regime) 13–14
PSTN infrastructure 14–16
sector-specific competition

regulation 13–16
TWF (Television Without Frontiers)

Directive 16–17, 195
see also individual countries

variation in broadband penetration
14–16

European Union antitrust control 280
horizontal competitive issues

296–297

UEFA Champions League 293–294
vertical competitive issues 293–294

European Union media industry
aggregators/marketers 281, 282
business strategies 282–284
changes in industry structure

282–284
content producers 281, 282
distributors 281, 282
final customers 281, 282
market players 281–282
market size 281–282
retailers 281, 282
rights holders 281–282
trends in industry evolution 282–284
value-added chain 281–282
vertical chain market (book industry)

300–301
vertical integration 280

European Union merger control 280
AOL/Time Warner (2000) merger

decision 291–292
horizontal competitive issues

294–296
horizontal merger decisions by the

Commission 294–296
Lagardère/Editis (2004) merger

decision 295
Sony/BMG (2004) merger

decision 296
Telepiù/Stream (2003) merger

decision 292–293
vertical competitive issues 289–293
vertical foreclosure 289–291
vertical merger decisions by the

Commission 291–293
Vivendi/Universal (2000) merger

decision 292
European Union regulation of media

markets 280
antitrust and merger control 280,

288–297
ex ante regulation 280
ex ante regulation and competition

rules 285–286, 301–303
liberalisation of previous public

monopolies 284–286, 301–303
local loop unbundling 286–287
new regulatory framework (from July

2003) 280, 284–286, 301–303
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new regulatory framework
(implementation example)
287–288, 301–303

promotion of competition in cable
services 286

regulation versus competition
284–286, 301–303

transmission channel market power
(example) 287–288, 301–303

European Union state aid rules 280
exclusionary behaviour,

identification 64
exclusivity over premium content,

competition concerns 63–64
external pluralism

definition 152–154
equilibrium market structure

161–165
market supply of differentiated

content 156–161
vertical integration and market

foreclosure 166–167
external pluralism objectives 176–178

advertising limits 178
dealing with market concentration

176–178
market definition 176
merger control 177–178
regulatory limits to

concentration 177
Eyre, Richard 116–117

FCC (Federal Communications
Commission)

broadcast media ownership policies
255–257

conflicts of objectives 258–259,
268–270

impacts of digital transmission and
coverage 270–272

policy trade-offs 258–259,
268–270

promotion of competition 255,
258–261

promotion of diversity 255, 258–259,
261–264

promotion of localism 255, 258–259,
264–268

public interest objectives 255,
258–268

regulatory tools 255–257
role in US broadcasting regulation

17–18
financing issues for broadcasters 4

see also charging and consumption;
revenue generation

France
advertising content restrictions 216
regulation for pluralism 171–172
television advertising regulation 195

general media regulation and economic
media regulation 310–312

Germany
regulation for pluralism 171, 172,

173–174
television advertising regulation 195

Gibson, William 11

Haley, William 108–109
horizontal differentiation between

producers 52–60

innovation, investment in 101
internal pluralism

content differentiation strategies
167–170

definition 152–154
effects of private incentives

167–170
political influences 168–170
reasons for market failure 168–170
sports coverage 168

internal pluralism objectives 178–180
during electoral campaigns 179
effects of digital transmission 179
in press markets 180
independent enforcement

authority 180
limits on ownership by investors 179
restrictions on company

ownership 179
role of a public TV channel 179–180

internet, multi-media content on 3–4
investment, effects of broadcasting

regulation 29–30
Italy, regulation for pluralism 171,

172, 174

Japan, broadcasting regulation 18
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Korea, broadcasting regulation 18–19

licence fee, future of 117–118
local loop unbundling, across the

European Union 14–16
lock-in effects 153–154

marginal cost pricing 87–88
market definition

and competition policy 62–63
econometric model 234–236

market definition (printed media
industry) criteria 225–227

distinctive features of the industry
225–226

effects of evolution of media
markets 225

estimation of potential market size
225–226

product differentiation (horizontal
and vertical) 225

product substitutability 225–226
SSNIP test 226–227
two-sided markets 225
use of price elasticities 226–227

market dominance, sector-specific
versus competition regulation
316–318

market equilibria
equilibrium degree of differentiation

158–161
equilibrium market structure

161–165
market foreclosure, and vertical

integration 166–167
market power

and complementarities 63–64
changing sources of 5–6
from content rights 62
from control of key assets

60–61
sector-specific versus competition

regulation 316–318
SMP (significant market power)

13–14
see also individual countries and

European Union
market provision of programmes

charging and consumption 87–95
diversity of programmes 96–99

efficient programme production
95–96

investment in innovation 101
methods of revenue generation 89–95
programme quality 99–101,

128–133
viewer preferences as asymmetric

information 95–96
media companies

equilibrium market structure
161–165

horizontal (variety) decisions about
content 161–164

natural oligopoly approach 161–164
natural oligopoly approach

(analytical results) 164–165
vertical (attractiveness) decisions

about content 161–164
media industry developments 312–315

effects on roll-back of sector-specific
regulation 314–315

market convergence and
concentration 312–313

market structure and organisation
312–313

regulatory policy 313–315
restructuring of regulatory

bodies 314
media markets

concentration 161–164
equilibrium degree of differentiation

158–161
maximum differentiation outcome

156–161
minimum differentiation outcome

158–161
modelling 155–156
monopolistic competition approach

156–158
monopolistic competition approach

(analytical results) 158–161
supply of differentiated content

156–161
two-sided markets 155–156

media ownership regulation see
individual countries and European
Union

minors see children’s viewing
model of advertising caps see

advertising caps model
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modelling media markets 155–156
see also econometric models;
economic models

monopolistic competition approach
156–158

analytical results 158–161

natural oligopoly approach 161–164
analytical results 164–165

Netherlands
competition and sector-specific

regulatory authorities 325
television advertising regulation 196

network externalities from television
viewing 106–107

new technology see technological
developments

New Zealand
broadcasting regulation 18
delivery of public service content 19
direct-to-consumer prescription drug

advertising 213
Norwegian media regulation

features of the regulatory changes
332–333

implications for sector-specific
roll-back 334–335

media ownership regulation 326–329
proposed revisions of the media

regulatory system 329–331
sector-specific and competition

policy regulation 326–335
television advertising regulation

196–197
vertical relations in media markets

331–332
NRF (new regulatory framework)

(2003 regime), European Union
13–14

OECD (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development)

adoption of new technologies 30–35
broadcasting regulation 12–21, 24,

28, 29
delivery of public service content 19
diversity of regulatory authority

structures 19–21
effects of regulation on

investment 29–30

funding of regulatory authorities 24,
25–26

lack of a broadcasting regulation
standard 35–36

regulatory indicators (ECTA) 29–30
regulatory indicators (modified PMR

scores) 26–35, 38–40, 42–43
ownership regulation and competition

policy regulation 310–312
see also individual countries and
European Union

pay-per-view television 48–49
pay-TV

charging and consumption 92–95,
128–133

move towards 115–116, 128–133
personal video recorders (PVRs) 49,

115–116
piracy issues 4
platform convergence, challenge for

regulators 11
platform-independent content 3–4
platforms

competition and mergers 3–4, 60–61
control of 60–61
proliferation of 48

pluralism
and technological innovations 150
concentration ratio in the media

markets 151–152
definition 150, 152–154
double definition 152–154
lock-in effects 153–154
measurement 152–154
see also external pluralism; internal

pluralism; regulation for pluralism
PMR (product market regulation)

measures
indicators from modified scores

26–35
modification methodology 38–40,

42–43
political influences on media internal

pluralism 168–170
premium content exclusivity,

competition concerns 63–64
prescription drug advertising

213–215
press markets, internal pluralism 180
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price discrimination in broadcasting
92–95, 128–133

printed media industry
competitive constraints 226–227
demand substitution 226–227
effects of evolution of media

markets 225
estimation of potential market size

225–226
factors affecting price elasticities

225–226
market definition criteria 225–227
price elasticities and market

definition 226–227
product differentiation (horizontal

and vertical) 225
SSNIP test 226–227
substitutability with other media

225–226
substitutability within the industry 225
two-sided markets 225

printed media industry competition
advertising demand model 236
advertising revenues market

assessment 230–233
application of econometric analysis

227–228, 233–234
constraints from other media 228,

229–230
content, quality and frequency

comparisons 228–229
demand-side substitution 228–230
distinctive features of the industry

227–228
econometric model for market

definition 234–236
geographic competition assessment

228, 229
link between readers’ and advertising

demand 236
market definition in antitrust cases

227–234
readers’ demand model 235–236
strength of product substitution

228–229
supply-side substitution 230

printed media industry econometric
models

demand estimation in two-sided
markets 236–242

estimation of market power 240–241
price–cost structure in two-sided

markets 236–239
profit maximisation 239–240
sources of bias 241–242

printed media industry market
definition

criteria 225–227
distinctive features of the industry

225–226
effects of evolution of media

markets 225
estimation of potential market size

225–226
models of two-sided demand

estimation 236–242
product differentiation (horizontal

and vertical) 225
product substitutability 225–226
SSNIP test 226–227
two-sided markets 225
use of price elasticities 226–227

producers
scale economies and investment in

quality 5–6
vertical and horizontal differentiation

52–60
programme diversity

market provision 96–99
under advertising funding 96–97, 98
under pay-TV 99

programme innovation 101
programme making, lowering of entry

barriers 4–5
programme production 84

effects of digitisation on costs 50
efficiency of 95–96

programme quality 99–101,
128–133

definition of quality 99–100
investment in innovation 101
provision under alternative funding

schemes 100–101, 128–133
PSB see public service

broadcasting (PSB)
PSTN (public switched

telecommunications network) in
the European Union 14–16

public goods problem in broadcasting
3, 4–5
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public service broadcasting (PSB)
‘citizenship’ rationale for 81–83
control of what viewers receive

101–102
external effects claimed for television

viewing 105–109
impacts of digital broadcasting

81–83
inducing viewers to watch PSB

messages 109–110
interventions to increase positive

externalities 109
interventions to mitigate negative

externalities 109
justifications for intervention

102–105
‘market failure’ arguments for 81–83
negative externalities claimed for

television viewing 105–106,
108–109

original mission of the BBC 81,
101–102

paternalistic control of viewing 103,
104–105

positive externalities claimed for
television viewing 105–107, 109

re-examination of the rationale for
81–83

social welfare mission 101–102
strategies for getting PSB messages

across 109–110
viewers’ ability to make the ‘right’

choices 102–105
weakening arguments for 19
wider impacts of television viewing

105–109
public service broadcasting in the

analogue era 113–115
control of children’s viewing 114
‘market failure’ rationale 113–115
non-excludability 113–115
provision 114–115
role and purposes 113–115
spectrum constraints 113–115

public service broadcasting in the digital
world 115–119

access issues 115–116
attracting viewer attention 116–117
conditional access systems 115
digital compression techniques 115

effects on the ‘market failure’ basis
for PSB 116

future of the licence fee 117–118
interventions 116
likely future outcome 116–117
move to pay-TV 115–116,

128–133
personal video recorders (PVRs)

115–116
provision of PSB 117–118
scope of public broadcasters 119
technological changes

(‘digitisation’) 115
public service broadcasting in the UK

(case study) 119–126
Communications Act 2003 119–122,

123, 133–136
impact of digital

broadcasting 124–126
likely future 124–126
public service

broadcasters 119–122, 123,
133–136

role of the BBC 119–122, 123,
133–136

UK public broadcasting system
119–122, 123, 133–136

public service broadcasting provision
alternative systems 110–113
commissioning of programmes 111,

112–113
licensing of PSB broadcasters

111–112
requirements 110–111

public service content, delivery methods
across the OECD 19

public TV channels
internal pluralism 179–180
role in regulation for pluralism

172–173
PVRs (digital personal video recorders)

49, 115–116

regulation for pluralism
constraints on media ownership 171
electoral campaigns 172
external pluralism objectives

176–178
France 171–172
Germany 171, 172, 173–174
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regulation for pluralism (cont.)
influences of powerful media

companies 173–174
internal pluralism objectives

178–180
Italy 171, 172, 174
limits on advertising 172
limits on content 172
limits on market shares 172
limits on the number of licences

171–172
main regulatory tools 170–173
measuring pluralism 174–175
open issues 174–180
public media (TV channels) 172–173
regulatory norms 173
relation to competition policies

175–176
Spain 171–172
UK 171–172

regulation of broadcasting see
broadcasting regulation

Reith, John 81, 101–102, 116–117
revenue generation 85–86

compulsory licence fee 85–86
direct government grant 85–86
sale of airtime to advertisers 86
subscription or pay-per-view

(pay-TV) 85–86
see also charging and consumption

rights acquisition costs 50
Rosen economic model 52–56

Salop economic model (and extension)
55, 56–60, 70–75

satellite conditional access services
60–61

scarcity of content, views on 51–52
scarcity rents

effects of digital transmission 49–50
for key content rights 50
from restricted spectrum availability

49–50
sector-specific and competition

policy regulation in Norway
326–335

features of the Norwegian experience
332–333

implications for sector-specific
roll-back 334–335

media ownership regulation
326–329

proposed revisions of the media
regulatory system 329–331

vertical relations 331–332
sector-specific economic regulation,

and general competition
regulation 310–312

sector-specific media ownership
regulation 310–312

sector-specific media regulation roll-
back 310–312, 335–336

effects of media industry
developments 314–315

implications from the Norwegian
experience 334–335

sector-specific versus competition
regulation 315–321

approaches to market dominance and
market power 316–318

approaches to ownership regulation
318–320

economic versus general (‘non-
economic’) regulation 320–321

ex ante versus ex post regulation
315–316

static versus dynamic regulation
318–320

structural versus behavioural
regulation 316–318

signal digitisation 3–4
signal encryption 3–5
Singapore, delivery of public service

content 19
Skype users, global distribution 34, 35
SMP (significant market power),

European Union 13–14
social benefits claimed for television

viewing 106–107
Spain, regulation for pluralism

171–172
spectrum scarcity 3–5
spectrum scarcity rents, impact of

digitisation 49–50
sports coverage 168
SSNIP (small but significant non-

transitory increase in prices) test
226–227

subscription television 48–49
see also pay-TV
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Sweden
advertising content restrictions 216
television advertising regulation 196

technological developments 47–50
adoption rates in competitive

economies 36
assuring pluralism 150
changing sources of market power

5–6
competition between transmission

platforms 3–4
content bundling issues 4
content compression with new

technology 3–4
effects of consumers’ viewing

decisions 5–6
factors affecting penetration 30–35
financing issues 4
implications for advertisers 4, 5–6
implications for regulators 4–6
lowering of programme-making

entry barriers 4–5
multi-media content on the

internet 3–4
piracy issues 4
platform independent content 3–4
processing of content by consumers 4
scale economies and investment in

quality 5–6
signal digitisation 3–4
signal encryption 3–5
timescale of value of content 4–5

television
channel bundling and tiering 48–49
subscription and pay-per-view

(viewer charging) 48–49
television licence fee, charging and

consumption 89–91
television viewing

concerns about children’s viewing
habits 108–109

negative externalites claimed for
105–106, 108–109

positive externalities claimed for
105–107, 109

terrestrial transmission sites, control of
60–61

The Archers, public information
vehicle 110

tiering
form of price discrimination

92–95
of channels 48–49

transmission platforms see platforms
transmission systems 84–85

analogue 84–85
costs 84–85
digital 84–85

TWF (Television Without Frontiers)
Directive (European
Union) 16–17, 195

two-sided markets
broadcasting market 197
econometric models of demand

estimation 236–242
market definition 225
media markets 155–156

UK
advertising content restrictions 216
Communications Act 2003 119–122,

123, 133–136
delivery of public service content 19
impact of digital broadcasting

124–126
public broadcasting system 119–122,

123, 133–136
public service broadcasters 119–122,

123, 133–136
public service broadcasting (case

study) 119–126
regulation for pluralism 171–172
role of the BBC 119–122, 123,

133–136
television advertising regulation

195–196
US broadcasting regulation

17–18
advertising content restrictions 216
broadcast media ownership policies

255–257
conflicts of objectives 258–259,

268–270
direct-to-consumer prescription drug

advertising 213–215
effects of the federal structure

17–18
impacts of digital transmission and

coverage 270–272
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US broadcasting regulation (cont.)
policy trade-offs 258–259,

268–270
promotion of competition 255,

258–261
promotion of diversity 255, 258–259,

261–264
promotion of localism 255, 258–259,

264–268
role of the FCC 17–18, 255
substitutability between various

media 257–258
USO (universal service obligations)

regulation 324

vertical differentiation between
producers 52–60

vertical integration, and market
foreclosure 166–167

viewer markets, replacement of
advertiser markets 62–63

viewer preferences, asymmetric
information about 95–96

viewers’ programme choices
ability to make rational decisions

103–104
control of children’s viewing 105
direction by PSB 101–102
experience goods 102–104
justifications for intervention

102–105
merit goods 102–104
paternalism in broadcasting controls

103, 104–105
viewing, allocative efficiency

87–88

‘water cooler’ effect claimed for
television viewing 106–107

widescreen television adoption, factors
affecting 35

windowing, form of price
discrimination 92

winner-take-all markets 52
WTO (World Trade Organisation), role

in broadcasting regulation 17
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